Protect the Buffalo River.
It's too beautiful to become an algae choked cesspool.
We all live downstream.

Permit # 5264-W
ADEQ
Katherine McWilliams
5301 Northshore Drive
North Little Rock, AR
72118-5317
“What’s that smell?”

“Why are the fish dead?”

PROTECT THE BUFFALO
Please deny and revoke this permit. It is destructive to the environment, inhumane to the animals, and dehumanizing to the workers. End pollution for profit.
PIGS POOP
FISH DIE
DO YOUR JOB

Protect the Buffalo
NO CAFOs on the Buffalo River and its tributaries.

PLEASE consider the environment, the animals, the neighbors, the children & elderly...

NO CAFOs. Please deny & revoke permit.

ADEQ
Katherine McWilliams
5301 Northshore Dr.
N. Little Rock, AR
72118-5317

Permit #5264-W
We all live downstream

NO CAFOs on the BUFFALO
Let's just spray it in the air with big machinery and call it fertilizer. Who's gonna notice? Who's gonna stop us?
What do we do with all the pig shit?
Please DENY and REVOKE permits for CAFOs along the Buffalo River watershed. You cannot contain water—or pig poop—forever.
Water is life

No CAFOs on the Buffalo
NO CAFOs on the BUFFALO!

Including tributaries.

Permit #5264-W
ADEQ
Katherine Williams
5301 Northshore Drive
North Little Rock, AR
72118-5317
Buffalo River — America's 1st National River